
· Shorter backup windows

· Reduction in bandwidth requirements

· Improved approach to business risk

· Enables formal Disaster Recovery planning

Design Group UK moves from tape to 
Backup as a Service from iomart to protect 
its ERP systems and business data in the 
cloud.   

SUMMARY BENEFITS

The Challenge 
Design Group (LON: IGR) is a global business that serves the world’s top 
retailer. It designs, manufacture and distributes products that are sold in over 
200,000 retail outlets in more than 80 countries. 

Design Group UK is based in state-of-the-art facilities at Hengoed, South 
Wales. One of its brands, Tom Smith, holds the Royal Warrant for the supply 
of Christmas crackers and wrapping paper to the Royal family. 

Design Group UK turned to iomart because the amount of non-design data 
it needed to protect was getting hard to manage with traditional, tape-based 
backup. A move to the cloud was on the cards. iomart was recommended 
through industry contacts and the relationship began in late 2013.

Mike Harris, Group IT Manager at Design Group UK, explains, “We knew we 
needed to move to the cloud to back up our data. It was taking a lot of time 
to change tapes and put them into a safe on site. We had a successful trial 
of EMC Avamar with iomart who, at the time, had the largest Avamar grids. It 
went well and we’ve been using it ever since.”

www.iomart.com



The Solution
iomart provides a cloud backup solution that is based 
on EMC’s enterprise-grade Avamar platform. This is 
delivered from iomart’s Tier 3 data centres which are 
fully accredited to ISO 9001, ISO 27001 and ISO 20000 
standards. The solution combines Avamar’s enterprise-
grade features with iomart’s intuitive Cloud Control 
Panel. Design Group can configure and change the 
deployments as they need to, allowing them to flex up 
and down easily according to demand. 

One of the key differentiating features of Avamar is that 
it only sends back changes but when they are received, 
creates a full and verified backup every day. This allows 
Mike and his team to minimise backup windows as well 
as reducing bandwidth requirements. It gives Design 
Group certainty that a full backup has been taken and 
that the backed up data can be rapidly restored to any 
location.

The Result
The company uses iomart to back up all data from its ERP 
system - all of its shared files, plus its email and overall 
business archive. This amounts to several Terabytes of 
live data.

“What we really like about using iomart’s backup solution 
is that we can store different types of data with different 
retention periods,” Mike Harris explains. “We store some 
of the data that we can’t afford to lose, such as sensitive 
financial documents, for up to 26 weeks, whereas we only 
store our tapes for six weeks. For other data, where we 
only need a short retention period, we’ll just store it for 
a month. It all depends on how far we need to go back.” 

EMC Avamar treats every backup, no matter how small, 
as a full backup – so there is the potential to bring 
everything back from a small backup window. This gives 
Design Group the ability to only backup 5 GB but restore 

300 GB from the full set. “This is important for us in 
enabling the Disaster Recovery plan,” says Mike. “We can 
restore that machine elsewhere and restore a full set of 
data from it.”

Design Group stores two copies of its annual archive of 
data – one on tape and one with iomart. It has seven 
years’ worth of archive stored at the moment including a 
lot of its old design data. “As the years go by, some of our 
early designs have come back into fashion so we need to 
be able to go back and pull product design data where 
necessary to re-use. It’s so easy to get our data back from 
iomart. My team can restore a file inside one minute if it’s 
on Avamar, so our preference is to always restore from 
iomart.”  

How Design Group handles its data protection is 
considered as part of the business’ overall approach to 
risk. Mike explains, “The backup of our data is hugely 
important to us and is a subject that is discussed at 
board level within the Group. Our insurance policy 
stipulates that we have to keep a full set of tape backups 
off-site to be compliant, so we still do tape backup but it’s 
very much our secondary system and we combine that 
with the robust cloud backup we have from iomart.”

As Design Group UK has moved more services into the 
cloud it has become critical that its own IT infrastructure 
is improved to cope. 

“We get a fantastic service from iomart,” says Mike. “We 
have a very good relationship and the support we get is 
second to none.”

About Design Group 
Design Group UK designs, manufactures, sources and 
distributes a wide range of products for life’s important 
occasions, reaching millions of consumers. For more 
information visit www.thedesigngroup.com 

iomart has the cloud and infrastructure expertise to meet the most complex IT requirements.

From cloud strategy to fully managed and secure platforms, 
talk to us today about how we can support your business ambitions. 

Get in touch by emailing: info@iomart.com or call us on 0800 040 7228


